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Introduction
"text archaeology jp reader" is a customized research
tool and a publishing project on the material history of
Japanese text processing. Supported by the Race x
Technology micro grant, the reader has developed two
components: a dictionary and a visual archive. The
dictionary collects the relevant Japanese words on text
processing and the corresponding English translations;
and the visual archive presents archival documentation
on Japanese text processing. As my research
continues, the dictionary and the archive will continue
to collect more input. The scope of the reader covers
the domains in which Japanese text is processed and
circulated, such as typewriting, home computing, early
internet history, and network culture.

Process
As I collected, translated, and read literature to
research Japanese text processing, I identified two
needs that call for the development of customized
tools. I need a dictionary companion thematically
centered on text processing to help me navigate
literature; and a visual archive to store and present the
visual documentation collected from literature. Hence,
the project can be regarded as an annotation tool
bound together with my research in text processing. At
the same time, the project's level of customization,

inclusion of artistically interesting archival content, and
interface design also make it a creatively driven
project.

Examples of Collected Items In Visual Archive
3.1 Item: Tomy Pyuuta

Figure: Archival detail that showcases the manipulation
of text from Tomy Pyuuta, a Japanese home computer
model launched in 1982.

3.2 Item: OKI Wiredot Printer

Figure: Archival photograph of the Oki Electric Wiredot
Printer, a dot matrix printer released in 1968.

3.3 Item: Yaruo ASCII Meme

Figure: Yaruo, a text based ASCII meme that is viral in
Japanese internet culture.

Technical Outline
Both components take advantage of the CSV and
JSON formats to store metadata and content. In the
dictionary, the Japanese words and the corresponding
translations are entered into a CSV file. A script
transforms the file into the JSON dictionary format. In
the visual archive, content such as image, link, and
video are entered and stored in a CSV file. A script
transforms the file into the JSON format that is fed to
an html generator. The html generator produces an
html page that works as the visual interface of the
archive. The visual archive uses the class attribute to
diﬀerentiate between diﬀerent document file types.

Figure: Dictionary output in the JSON file format.

Alternatively, both the dictionary and the visual archive
can be thought of as customized and small scale
alternatives to the more complex bibliography systems.
The CSV works as a "back-end database" , in which I
can add information on the fly; and the interface works
as a "front-end", in which information is rendered
tangibly in the browser.
The workflow is intended to be nimble, small, fast, and
simple.

